Abstract
first DNN layers account for generalization performance across a range of transformations, but higher layers explain more variance in transformationlevel behavioral patterns in Zoccolan et al. (2009) . a,b, the full sets of size and azimuth-rotation combinations of the two objects used in the behavioral task. Rats were first trained on a subset of these transformations (purple) and subsequently asked to generalize to novel combinations (green). c,d, average percentage correct discrimination of object 1 and object 2 by a linear classifier (SVM) operating on the outputs of each layer in AlexNet (c) and VGG16 (d). The classifier was first trained on the same object transformations as the rats, after which performance was evaluated on these trained transformations (purple) as well as the untrained transformations (green). Horizontal lines indicate the average behavioral performance across rats reported by Zoccolan et al. (2009) . Black and grey bars on the X-axis indicate layer blocks and markers indicate layer types (see legend insert); the division between convolutional and fully connected layer blocks is indicated by a dashed line. e,f, average percentage correct discrimination estimated by a logistic regression mapping (Methods, Computational modeling, Behavioral tasks) for AlexNet (e) and VGG16 (f ). g,h, transformation-level explained variance in percentages correct based on the mapping in e,f, respectively. Conventions for e-h are the same as in c,d.
We started by assessing the complexity of processing required in the first landmark paper 87 that reported evidence for invariant object recognition in rats (Zoccolan et al., 2009 ). In this 88 study, rats were first trained to discriminate two different objects and to tolerate variations 89 in size and azimuth-rotation. At each trial, one object was presented and the rat had to 90 indicate the object identity by licking either a left or right feeding tube. After training, 91 the rats were tested on the full stimulus set, which included novel combinations of size and 92 azimuth-rotation (Fig. 1a,b) .
93
In the original experiment, the rats generalized remarkably well to the object transforma-94 tions they had never seen before. We trained DNN-based models using layers from AlexNet 95 and VGG16 on the same task and found that this level of generalization turned out to be 96 surprisingly easy for even the earliest layers: the models based on the first convolutional 97 layer of both AlexNet and VGG16 already achieved near perfect generalization performance 98 on the test set ( Fig. 1c,d ). Thus, very little processing is required to explain a high level of 99 generalization performance from the trained to untrained object transformations.
100
In addition, we tested whether these models also explain transformation-level differences 101 in behavioral performance between exemplar images. Because generalization performance 102 of the DNNs was at ceiling for most object transformations, we used a logistic regression 103 approach to map distances to the SVM decision boundary onto the average rat performances 104 for each object transformation, based on the rat training data only (Methods, Computational 105 modeling, Behavioral tasks). Next, we used this behavioral mapping to predict generaliza-106 tion performances for each of the novel (green) object transformations. On average, for 107 each layer the behavioral mapping generalized well to the test set and was able to cap-108 ture the difference in average training-test performance of the rats (Fig. 1e,f ) . We then 109 calculated the transformation-level variance in behavioral performance that was explained 110 by the DNN models. These results show that the first convolutional layer only explains a 111 limited amount of transformation-level variance, which then sharply increases and slowly 112 reaches a maximum in the highest convolutional layers (Fig. 1g,h) To further investigate how well the DNN models can explain object and transformation-level 121 differences in the behavioral performance of rats, we turned to a recent study by Djurdje-122 vic et al. (2018) . In this study, rats were trained to discriminate a reference object from 11 123 distractor objects at different sizes (Fig. 2a) , with a similar experimental paradigm as in Zoc- observed across object conditions to infer the complexity of the rats' perceptual strategy.
126
The authors found that there were "good performers", which performed above chance for 127 the most challenging distractors, and "poorer performers", which performed below chance 128 for the most challenging distractors.
129
We calculated how much of the object and size-level variance in behavioral performance 130 was explained by the DNN models, using the data that was displayed in Figure 1 highest for the first convolutional layer, and higher for VGG16 than AlexNet (Fig. 2b-e) .
133 Surprisingly, in all cases the percentage explained variance was higher for good performers 134 than for poorer performers and this difference was largest for earliest layers, in contrast 135 with the idea that good performers relied on more advanced processing of shape information
136
(Djurdjevic et al., 2018). In sum, object and size-level differences in behavioral performance 137 of rats were best explained by the layer with the least amount of processing, and better 138 for the good performers, suggesting that the rats' perceptual strategies could have relied on (2018) map onto earliest DNN layers. a, left: the reference object (purple) and 11 distractor objects (rest) that rats were trained to discriminate in the behavioral task. The 3 example distractors of Figure 1 in Djurdjevic et al. (2018) are highlighted in yellow, green, and blue. Right: in a later phase of the experiment, the rats were trained to tolerate size changes in all objects from 15°to 35°of visual angle (here only shown for the subset of 4 objects indicated in color on the left). b, percentage of variance in average discrimination performance of good performers (blue) and poorer performers (red), explained by the distance to the SVM boundary for each layer in AlexNet (Methods, Computational modeling, Behavioral tasks). This time a bias term (intercept) was included to capture the difference between good and poorer performers. The behavioral mapping was estimated using the data reported for the 4 example stimuli in Figure 1 of Djurdjevic et al. (2018) , and the explained variance was calculated for the same data. Black and grey bars on the X-axis indicate layer blocks and markers indicate layer types (see legend insert); the division between convolutional and fully connected layer blocks is indicated by a dashed line. c, same as b, but for VGG16. Conv1a (indicated by the larger markers) explains the most variance. d, left: average discrimination performances of good performers, as a function of object size, for the reference object and the 3 example distractors (these are the data used for the behavioral mapping). Right: average discrimination performances of good performers, predicted from the behavioral mapping using the model that explained the most variance in b and c (i.e. conv1a in VGG16). e, same as d, but for poorer performers.
tion behavior

142
Up to this point, we have only discussed studies that used a small number of computer-143 graphics renderings of abstract and more naturalistic objects. However, rats have also been 144 shown to be able to learn category rules from more complex natural videos that generalize 145 to novel category exemplars (Vinken et al., 2014) . In this study, rats were trained in a visual (Fig. 3a) , initially with a fixed target-distractor pairing,
151
followed by a phase where all possible target-distractor combinations were presented. In the 152 subsequent test phase the rats were probed with 40 novel videos with a fixed target-distractor 153 pairing (Fig. 3b) , without negative feedback for incorrect trials.
154
The rats were able to generalize well to the novel videos, independently of temporal infor- of rats, but for natural distractors they were at chance and did not exceed rat-level perfor-165 mance until conv4 of AlexNet, conv4a for VGG16, and conv3a for VGG11-C3D (Fig. 3c-e) .
166
We used logistic regression again to map differences in distances to the SVM decision videos that rats were asked to classify in the behavioral task. Each rat was trained a subset of 15 videos (purple), and tested for generalization with 40 novel videos (green). Ten test videos (the natural videos in the first green rectangle) were modified to further probe the rats, for example by reducing playback speed to 25% or equalizing average pixel values in the lower-half of the videos (see Vinken et al., 2014) . c-e, average percentage correct classification of rat versus non-rat frame bin pairs by the classifier operating on the outputs of each layer in AlexNet, VGG16, and VGG11-C3D and for natural and scrambled distractors separately. Performance is evaluated on the training set (purple; all 50 target-distractor combinations) as well as those of the test set (green; 25 tested target-distractor pairs, with 25% playback and pixel value modifications for 5 pairs). Black and grey bars on the X-axis indicate layer blocks and markers indicate layer types (see legend insert); the division between convolutional and fully connected layer blocks is indicated by a dashed line. Horizontal lines indicate the average behavioral performance across rats and error bounds are 95% bias corrected accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals. f-h, average percentage correct classification of rat versus non-rat stimulus pairs estimated by a logistic regression mapping (Methods, Computational modeling, Behavioral tasks) onto to the actual rat performances for each stimulus pair. The parameters for the behavioral mapping were fit on the video pairs and data of the training set only. Conventions are the same as in c-e. i-j, target-distractor-level explained variance in performance based on the behavioral mapping. Conventions are the same as in c-e. boundary onto the average rat performances for each target-distractor combination of the 168 training set and then used this behavioral mapping to predict test set generalization perfor-169 mances. On average, this behavioral mapping matched the observed gap between rat training 170 and test set performance for even higher layers ( Fig. 3f-h ). For scrambled distractors, a rel-171 atively high target-distractor-level variance in behavioral performance was explained by the 172 DNN models based on earlier layers to mid-level layers in the VGG architecture networks.
173
However, for natural distractors the explained variance was generally low and highly variable 174 across successive layers, making it harder to interpret ( Fig. 3i-k) .
175
Together, these results suggest that, in terms of DNNs trained on object recognition, a , and VGG11-C3D: the first layer, the earliest layer for which the RDM corresponds better to extra-striate (LI/TO) data, the layer with the best normalized correlation with neural data (TO in all three cases), and the last layer (fc8). g-i, Spearman correlations between each artificial neural network layer RDM and each neural RDM (calculated using above diagonal elements only), normalized by each area's noise ceiling (V1 in blue, LI in red, TO in yellow). Black and grey bars on the X-axis indicate layer blocks and markers indicate layer types (see legend insert); the division between convolutional and fully connected layer blocks is indicated by a dashed line. Grey text labels indicate the DNN RDMs shown in d-f. Error bounds are 95% confidence intervals calculated using Jackknife standard error estimates. j-l, two-dimensional representation of similarities between neural and artificial neural network RDMs, derived from applying non-metric multidimensional scaling on Spearman correlation distances between RDMs. Each marker corresponds to an RDM and similar RDMs are plotted closer together. Text labels indicate the neural RDMs and the DNN RDMs shown in d-f.
videos of the training set in Fig. 3a and their scrambled counterparts to awake, passively 195 watching rats which were never trained with these videos. We recorded single and multi unit Fig. 4g-i) . When we visualized all between-RDM similarities using multidimensional scaling, 213 the plots suggested a progression from V1 to TO parallel to the progression across successive 214 DNN layers (Fig. 4j-l) . The representational similarity was consistently higher for TO,
215
peaking between pool1 and fc6 for AlexNet (Fig. 4g ), pool2 and conv5a for VGG16 (Fig. 4h) , 216 and pool3 and conv5a for AlexNet (Fig. 4i) . convolutional layers (Fig. 3) . This picture is much more precise than in earlier papers, which 228 generally relied on the assumption that rats could not have generalized across variations in 229 appearance and identity preserving transformations using trivial strategies; an assumption 230 that up until now had not been tested scientifically. (Fig. 1) . On the other hand, performance differences between objects and sizes 236 in Djurdjevic et al. (2018) were best explained by the earliest convolutional layers, also for 237 the best performing rats (Fig. 2) . Finally, consistent with our finding in Fig. 3 (Fig. 4) . it will be interesting to combine a more computational DNN approach with these template 309 paradigms.
310
In summary, we used convolutional deep neural networks for a comprehensive and quan- Each network has learned a rich series of feature representations which can be accessed 375 from every layer by obtaining unit activations from an input stimulus. We calculated these 376 activations for every convolutional, normalization, max pooling, and fully connected layer,
377
standardized the values across inputs and reduced the dimensionality using principal com- conv5a, b pool5 6 fc6 fc6 fc6 7 fc7 fc7 fc7 8 fc8 fc8 fc8 boundary, or (c) both were on the distractor side, but the target was closer to the boundary.
398
In the behavioral experiments, rats were not head fixed or fixating, so the actual retinal respectively:
For the data of Djurdjevic et al. (2018), we had percentages correct for each object and 416 size separately. Thus, for a given object i and size j, the average proportion correct p was 417 predicted from the signed distance to the boundary d as follows:
Note that we also included a bias term β 0 to be able to capture the difference between 419 good and bad performers.
420
In the two-alternative forced choice task (Vinken et 
This approach allowed us to estimate how much transformation or stimulus-level variance 431 was explained by the relative positions of stimuli in a layer's feature space. that share a similar representation across features in a layer result in a lower dissimilarity.
438
We then quantified the correspondence between neural and DNN RDMs by calculating the
439
Spearman correlation between off-diagonal upper halves of the matrices. We normalized 440 the correlations between neural and DNN RDMs by dividing by each area's noise ceiling.
441
To estimate the noise ceiling we split the trials per movie in two halves and computed the
442
Spearman correlation between the two resulting neural RDMs (one from each split half).
443
The noise ceiling was the Spearman-Brown-corrected average (across 1000 random splits) 
